ASIA PACIFIC REGIONAL TAX CONFERENCE, 2017
NEW DELHI – INDIA

28-29 APRIL, 2017

Conference Programme
The implementation of BEPS; Perspectives of
capital exporting an d importing countries

IFA India is pleased to inform that the Asia Pacific
Regional Tax Conference, 2017 will be held in New Delhi
from 28-29th April, 2017. This conference is supported by
Asia-Pacific Region Committee and will feature leading
international and regional tax experts and
representatives from tax authorities and judiciary in the
Asia Pacific region.
Several topical issues relating to cross border taxation,
including the impact of BEPS report on tax planning and
challenges in implementing the same, developments in
the area of sharing of information and co-operation
between Governments to curb tax evasion, measures
taken by countries to tax E-commerce transactions etc.,
shall be discussed at the Conference.
The Conference would provide an excellent opportunity
for exchange of views and knowledge sharing in the area
of international tax policy, administration and
jurisprudence with well-known Indian and International
Tax Practitioners and Government officials.

Multi-lateral instrument – Global harmonization
and enforcement
Permanent Establishment - Amendment to Article
5 and regional applications
Interest deductions and earnings-stripping rules
Transfer pricing - Intangibles and profit split
Anti-avoidance and Transparency
Transparency and information exchange; focus on
FATCA and CRS
General Anti Avoidance Rules in Asia and effect and
consequences for Treaty Shopping/Treaty Abuse
Panel discussion of Revenue officers of Asia Pacific
countries
Hot topics in Asia
Approaches to tax E-commerce transactions
Future of Place of Effective Management
Capital gains tax on shares

Conference Venue:
Hotel Maurya Sheraton
Nestled in greenery, in the heart of Delhi,
ITC Maurya – a premier luxury hotel in the Capital,
is acknowledged as the preferred Residence for
World Leaders and Global Icons’ for over 30 years.
The 438 room property epitomizes the luxury
hotel experience with exemplary service & warm
hospitality soaked in Indian traditions.

Please visit http://www.ifaindia.in to find more information on the Asia-Pacific Regional Tax Conference 2017, New Delhi, India.
Contact information: Mr. Mahender Kumar, Email id: admn.ifaindiaacademy@gmail.com, Tel: +91 120 4281045, + 91 9818551451

